
Novanta with its global company WOM is a pioneer and a world leader in medical technology. We are looking for reinforcement 
for our team at our production site in Ludwigsstadt. If you value responsibility and creative freedom, are enthusiastic about 
high-tech and medical technology, and appreciate challenges and personal development, we should get to know each other 
better.

YOUR TASKS ARE AS FOLLOWS
` Coordination of material procurement in cooperation with our external and internal logistics areas 
` Coordination and planning of production to ensure delivery dates
` Preparing delivery schedules
` Reconciliation of daily/weekly production quantities and their presentation and monitoring with production.
` Collaboration in the monthly material requirements planning as well as capacity planning 
` Production planning and leveling taking into account the available capacities
` Responsible for achieving KPI targets (e.g., OTD, gross margin, inventory)

YOU ARE OFFERING THE FOLLOWING
` Completed commercial vocational training, with further qualification, e.g. as an economist, is an advantage
` Good SAP R3 knowledge with MM and PP modules
` First professional experience in the field of production planning of an industrial company
` Relevant experience in lean tools (esp. KANBAN)
` Good control knowledge according to key figures
` Experience in bottleneck controls
` Good MS Office skills
` Good English speaking and writing skills

THESE ARE YOUR PERSONAL STRENGTHS
` You work analytically, conceptually, and process-oriented
` Independent and goal-oriented focus is your special strength
` You are resilient, reliable, and enjoy working in a team

WOM Ludwigsstadt is looking for
Production Planning Employee

W.O.M. WORLD OF MEDICINE GmbH
Yvonne Jahn, Personalreferentin
Alte Poststraße 11 | 96337 Ludwigsstadt
hr.ludwigsstadt@wom.group
www.wom.group

APPLY NOW!

Unsolicited applications welcome in Career 
Portal under  www.wom.career

We look forward to receiving your application by e-mail if you believe this position to be a great fit for you. Please also tell us 
your salary expectations and your availability.

` Independent work in an agile working environment
` International teamwork and cross-company  

know-how exchange 

WHAT WE OFFER
` Appreciation, multiculturalism and inclusion
` Systematic training through Novanta University and  

the Novanta Growth System
` Career opportunities in an expanding, global company

Welcome to the team! At  
WOM, you actively contribute  
to medical progress.


